NEWS STANDARDS: 2018/07

204.00 €
IEC TR 62240-2:2018 - Process management for avionics – Electronic Buy
components capability in operation – Part 2: Semiconductor
microcircuit lifetime

IEC 61850-6:2009/AMD1:2018 - Amendment 1 - Communication

420.00 €
Buy

networks and systems for power utility automation - Part 6:
Configuration description language for communication in power utility
automation systems related to IEDs
12.00 €
IEC 60811-501:2012/AMD1:2018 - Amendment 1 - Electric and optical Buy
fibre cables - Test methods for non-metallic materials - Part 501:
Mechanical tests - Tests for determining the mechanical properties of
insulating and sheathing compounds

IEC 61788-24:2018 - Superconductivity - Part 24: Critical current

204.00 €
Buy

measurement - Retained critical current after double bending at room
temperature of Ag-sheathed Bi-2223 superconducting wires
84.00 €
IEC 62153-4-8:2018 - Metallic cables and other passive components - Buy
Test methods - Part 4-8: Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) Capacitive coupling admittance

IEC 63093-5:2018 - Ferrite cores - Guidelines on dimensions and the
limits of surface irregularities - Part 5: EP-cores and associated parts
for use in inductors and transformers

120.00 €
Buy

IEC 60358-4:2018 - Coupling capacitors and capacitor dividers - Part

84.00 €
Buy

4: DC and AC single-phase capacitor dividers

IEC 60601-2-54:2009+AMD1:2015+AMD2:2018 CSV - Medical

660.00 €
Buy

electrical equipment - Part 2-54: Particular requirements for the basic
safety and essential performance of X-ray equipment for radiography
and radioscopy
24.00 €
IEC 61400-11:2012/AMD1:2018 - Amendment 1 - Wind turbines - Part Buy
11: Acoustic noise measurement techniques

IEC 63093-6:2018 - Ferrite cores - Guidelines on dimensions and the

168.00 €
Buy

limits of surface irregularities - Part 6: ETD-cores for use in power
supplies

IEC 62899-403-1:2018 - Printed electronics - Part 403-1: Printability -

168.00 €
Buy

Requirements for reproducibility - Basic patterns for evaluation of
printing machine

IEC 60335-2-76:2018 - Household and similar electrical appliances -

324.00 €
Buy

Safety - Part 2-76: Particular requirements for electric fence
energizers

IEC 61850-6:2009+AMD1:2018 CSV - Communication networks and

1080.00 €
Buy

systems for power utility automation - Part 6: Configuration description
language for communication in power utility automation systems
related to IEDs

IEC 63093-8:2018 - Ferrite cores - Guidelines on dimensions and the
limits of surface irregularities - Part 8: E-cores

204.00 €
Buy

IEC TS 62885-1:2018 - Surface cleaning appliances - Part 1: General

48.00 €
Buy

requirements on test material and test equipment

IEC 60598-2-4:2017 - Luminaires - Part 2-4: Particular requirements -

48.00 €
Buy

Portable general purpose luminaires

IEC 60884-2-5:2017 - Plugs and socket-outlets for household and

288.00 €
Buy

similar purposes - Part 2-5: Particular requirements for adaptors
84.00 €
IEC 61755-6-2:2018 - Fibre optic interconnecting devices and passive Buy
components - Connector optical interfaces - Part 6-2: Connection of
50 ?m core diameter multimode physically contacting fibres Non-angled for reference connector application, at wavelength of 850
nm using selected A1a fibre only

IEC 60189-1:2018 - Low-frequency cables and wires with PVC

120.00 €
Buy

insulation and PVC sheath - Part 1: General test and measuring
methods

IEC TR 62246-3:2018 - Reed switches – Part 3: Reliability data for

288.00 €
Buy

reed switch-devices in typical safety applications

IEC 61058-2-1:2018 - Switches for appliances - Part 2-1: Particular

168.00 €
Buy

requirements for cord switches

IEC 60127-8:2018 - Miniature fuses - Part 8: Fuse resistors with
particular overcurrent protection

168.00 €
Buy

IEC 60320-2-3:2018 - Appliance couplers for household and similar

120.00 €
Buy

general purposes - Part 2-3: Appliance couplers with a degree of
protection higher than IPX0

IEC 60320-2-4:2018 - Appliance couplers for household and similar

240.00 €
Buy

general purposes - Part 2-4: Couplers dependent on appliance weight
for engagement
204.00 €
IEC GUIDE 120:2018 - Security aspects - Guidelines for their inclusion Buy
in publications

IEC 60811-501:2012+AMD1:2018 CSV - Electric and optical fibre

180.00 €
Buy

cables - Test methods for non-metallic materials - Part 501:
Mechanical tests - Tests for determining the mechanical properties of
insulating and sheathing compounds
84.00 €
IEC 60721-2-4:2018 - Classification of environmental conditions - Part Buy
2-4: Environmental conditions appearing in nature - Solar radiation
and temperature
168.00 €
IEC 60794-4:2018 - Optical fibre cables - Part 4: Sectional specification Buy
- Aerial optical cables along electrical power lines

IEC 60900:2018 - Live working - Hand tools for use up to 1 000 V AC

324.00 €
Buy

and 1 500 V DC

IEC 61400-11:2012+AMD1:2018 CSV - Wind turbines - Part 11:
Acoustic noise measurement techniques

480.00 €
Buy

IEC 62477-2:2018 - Safety requirements for power electronic

384.00 €
Buy

converter systems and equipment - Part 2: Power electronic
converters from 1 000 V AC or 1 500 V DC up to 36 kV AC or 54 kV
DC

IEC 62853:2018 - Open systems dependability

360.00 €
Buy

420.00 €
IEC TS 62257-9-5:2018 - Recommendations for renewable energy and Buy
hybrid systems for rural electrification - Part 9-5: Integrated systems Laboratory evaluation of stand-alone renewable energy products for
rural electrification
120.00 €
IEC 62969-4:2018 - Semiconductor devices - Semiconductor interface Buy
for automotive vehicles - Part 4: Evaluation method of data interface
for automotive vehicle sensors
120.00 €
IEC 63093-11:2018 - Ferrite cores - Guidelines on dimensions and the Buy
limits of surface irregularities - Part 11: EC-cores for use in power
supply applications

IEC 60601-2-54:2009/AMD2:2018 - Amendment 2 - Medical electrical

120.00 €
Buy

equipment - Part 2-54: Particular requirements for the basic safety and
essential performance of X-ray equipment for radiography and
radioscopy
84.00 €
IEC 62386-221:2018 - Digital addressable lighting interface - Part 221: Buy
Particular requirements for control gear - Demand response (device
type 20)

IEC 60335-2-76:2018 RLV - Household and similar electrical

0.00 €
Buy

appliances - Safety - Part 2-76: Particular requirements for electric
fence energizers

IEC 60320-2-3:2018 RLV - Appliance couplers for household and

0.00 €
Buy

similar general purposes - Part 2-3: Appliance couplers with a degree
of protection higher than IPX0

IEC 60320-2-4:2018 RLV - Appliance couplers for household and

0.00 €
Buy

similar general purposes - Part 2-4: Couplers dependent on appliance
weight for engagement

IEC ACEE 01:2018 - IEC Advisory Committee on energy efficiency

0.00 €
Buy

(ACEE) - Introduction to ACEE work

IEC ACEE 02:2018 - IEC Advisory Committee on energy efficiency

0.00 €
Buy

(ACEE) - Case study: electric motors
0.00 €
ISO TS 10974:2018 - Assessment of the safety of magnetic resonance Buy
imaging for patients with an active implantable medical device
0.00 €
IEC 60900:2018 RLV - Live working - Hand tools for use up to 1 000 V Buy
AC and 1 500 V DC

IEC TS 62257-9-5:2018 RLV - Recommendations for renewable
energy and hybrid systems for rural electrification - Part 9-5:
Integrated systems - Laboratory evaluation of stand-alone renewable
energy products for rural electrification

0.00 €
Buy

IEC 60189-1:2018 RLV - Low-frequency cables and wires with PVC

0.00 €
Buy

insulation and PVC sheath - Part 1: General test and measuring
methods
0.00 €
IEC 60721-2-4:2018 RLV - Classification of environmental conditions - Buy
Part 2-4: Environmental conditions appearing in nature - Solar
radiation and temperature

IEC 62153-4-8:2018 RLV - Metallic cables and other passive

0.00 €
Buy

components - Test methods - Part 4-8: Electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) - Capacitive coupling admittance

IEC 60794-4:2018 RLV - Optical fibre cables - Part 4: Sectional
specification - Aerial optical cables along electrical power lines

0.00 €
Buy

